1. Introduction

1.1. Background and necessity of research

The speed of increasing of the elderly population in Korea is the fastest among 34 member countries of OECD and has now reached the highest level among OECD countries beating Japan that entered super-aged society for the first time in the world in 2003 (Huh, M.G. et al, 2014). In the aging rate by region, rural area shows higher rate than urban area and there is already regions that entered super-aged society (National Statistical Office, 2014). Likewise, since not enough preparation is done for rapid aging, it is expected there will be many problems individually and socially especially those typical problem patterns of elderly depression, suicide and lonely death shown because of social isolation of elders (Yoon, M.S., 2013). This is becoming more threatening to the society in the situation where single elderly household composed of 1 or 2 elderly people increase. With this, economic vulnerability of elderly especially the fact that elderly people feel much burden regarding housing expenses is an important problem of the elderly1), further, another big problem is that there is deficient care labor who can take care of those while aging population that needs the service is increasing. As a way to solve these multidimensional problematic situations, ‘Elderly Shared Housing which several elderly persons living together is being highlighted as a housing alternative.

In the rural area where aging rate is seriously high already, ‘Elderly Shared Living Home’ and ‘Group Home’ are implemented with local government being the center and trying to expand these together with central government supplying financial support. However, this system is only a temporary alternative measure done urgently in the process of problem solution related to increasing number of single elderly households and has a problem in that it causes conflict between residents and non-residents by using senior citizen center or village hall which are joint property of towns and that it does not guarantee independent, private space for residents. Thus for Korea seriously experiencing aging

---

1) According to Report on the Aged in 2011, the expenditure items that can burden elders are housing cost(43.0%), health expenditure(24.7%), food cost(12.0%) and we can know they feel much more burden from housing cost compared to other items. We can know rural area(48.3%) has much more burden in housing cost than urban area(40.5%) if we take a look at regional analysis.
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phenomenon these housing types are needed to be developed and improved as elderly housing alternative and further, there is a need for housing development understanding regional features, difference in lifestyle, serious difference in aging rate. But there is also a limitation that these new elderly housing types cannot be understood properly with prior survey research method because of the lack of understanding since the research regarding these are still in initial stage despite of the much various possibility in architectural way as new housing alternative. Therefore more exploratory research is needed to be done.

1.2. Purpose and importance of research

The objective of this research is to compare the preference features in spatial composition of the elderly shared housing by area, which the rural and urban elderly planned by direct participation.

This research focused on what phenomenon and main points can be expressed in the process of expression understanding exactly the demand intrinsic in elderly rather than generalizing the elderly preference with its characteristics lying in exploratory research. For this objective, small group workshop panel method is used. This research method has its premise in small group one and the workshop values the process that participants recognize the new topic. And the panel method let same participants participate many times and understand specific subject comprehensively and their gradual responsive changes. Due to these exploratory research features, more in-depth qualitative researches and more structural qualitative researches can be reached as well as performing a role of bridge toward questionnaire survey and other various quantitative researches. Besides, in the modern society where customized housing welfare and appropriate technology are emphasized, it can be said it is a timely research method in that it induces the result through participating group rather than generalizing by pulling intrinsic desire of participating residents.

Specific research problems in this research are as follows.

<Research problem 1> How is the response for the elderly shared housing of elderly groups residing in public rental apartment by rural and urban area?

<Research problem 2> How is the preference for the spatial composition of elderly shared housing of elderly groups residing in public rental apartment by rural and urban area?

<Research problem 3> How is the evaluation for the small group workshop panel method of elderly groups residing in public rental apartment by rural and urban area?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Features of rural and urban elderly

It is unquestionable that rural elderly has an overall low quality of life and is put in unfavorable economic and social conditions compared to urban elderly, nevertheless, there is a big possibility that the community features can act in positive social context in routine preventing the isolation of elderly for community culture still remains based on long-time relation network between members of local society in rural area compared to the urban area where anonymity is one feature(Han, G.H., 2005). Likewise, urban and rural area have basic group feature difference. More specifically, if we intend to examine them by features of housing environment and socio-demographical features, followings are results.

1) Socio-demographical features of urban and rural elderly

First, Korea is experiencing the most fast aging rate among member countries of OECD and the speed is so fast that we enter aging society starting from 2018(Huh, M.G. et al, 2004). However this shows the aging population ratio regarding the total population in Korea and we can see the difference in aging ratio by region from following Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Proportion of elderly population according to region](image)

Source: Statistical Report on the Aged, National Statistical Office(NSO)

The percentage of the elderly population of Seoul, the capital city and representative city of Korea is 11.4% but the provincial areas such as Jeonnam(21.8%), Jeonbuk(18.1%), Gyeongbuk(18.0%), Gangwon (16.8%), Chungnam(16.3%) and Chungbuk(14.9%) already entered the super aged society outrunning the aged society. However not only absolute number of elderly population and its percentage increase but also the number of the single or couple elderly households only consisting of 1, 2 elderly persons increases due to change of population composition2). This changes are phenomena shown in both urban and rural area and it is expected that social cost such as sustenance allowance for elderly will be increased together with the occurrence of

---

2) Urban areas show 10.9% in 1994, 17.6% in 2011 with agricultural and fishing area having increased ratio from 17.1% in 1994 to 23.9% in 2011. From the changes of past 18 years, we can see that the ratio of elderly couple household and single elderly household have increased both regardless of regions(Lee, Y.K, 2014).
social problems such as elderly lonely death as single elderly household increases.

Elderly in Korea has low income level compared to general household and 49% of them experience elderly poverty problem which is four times higher than OECD average 13%. It was also shown that rural elderly has a high employment rate compared to urban elderly but with a low income level(Jung, K.H. et al, 2011) implying the fact that the employment does not always guarantee an appropriate income level, and in overall the rural elderly are economically quite weak than the urban elderly).

2) Features of housing environment in rural and urban elderly

With elderly's economic vulnerability, poor housing environment is a big problem, too. Although the home ownership rate of elderly is high 4) most of the house they live are deteriorated, and they don't have economic capacity to renovate or repair the house even if the environment is not suitable for elderly, they are exposed continually to the poor housing environment for they want to live in the place where they live now(Jung, K.H. et al, 2011). From shortfall household of minimum housing standard by region , we can see that rural housing level is poor for rural area has higher ratio (9.7%) than urban area(Choi, B.S. et al, 2013). In addition, the rate of the houses which lacks the minimum residential standard shows that 14.5% of rural elderly households and 9% of the urban elderly households are living under the environment poorer than the minimal standard. Especially, the rate was much higher than 10.6%, the average rate of the nation that the residential level of rural area is quite weak (Kim, D.Y., 2013).

Likewise there is a regional difference according to the regions of urban and rural area. Especially urban is favorable for various benefits and proper housing environment are provided with infrastructure concentrating in the city while rural area is not. However preparing housing alternatives for elderly is very important in the situation where personal and social burden toward them is increasing and where elderly housing environment is poor. Conducting an exploratory research regarding rural and urban area with different features in this process is seen useful for it can create comparable new perspective regarding two groups.

3) Prior researches regarding housing environment of rural and urban area

The space for elderly should provide environment that can support physical malfunction of elderly by applying universal design and barrier-free design basically. To examine this more specifically, this research examined the prior researches on elderly housing environment by classifying rural and urban areas. As a result, most of researches targeted urban elderly. They can be classified into researches such as preference on elderly housing alternative types(Lee, Y.S. et al, 2007a, Park, H.Y. et al, 2011), preference on space planning element(Hong, H.O. et al, 1999, Lee, G.S. et al, 2009), house renovation(Kim, Y.J., 2006) in urban area. And there are house renovation(Kim, Y.C. et al, 2010), way to utilize empty house(Choi, S.M. et al, 2002, Lee, C.W. et al, 2013, Hwang, J.I. et al, 2012), standard blueprint (Hwang, Y.W. et al, 2011, Lee, J.W., 2011, Lee, U.K. et al, 2011), space plan in the unit of town(Seo, J.H., 2013, Kim, H.R. et al, 2012) in the rural area. Researches mentioned above conducted both in urban and rural area each and emphasized housing environment suitable for each regional features should be provided. Compared to this, Choi, M.K.(2004) surveyed the overall awareness of elderly housing environment targeting rural and urban elderly and showed difference in region depending on the items of elderly housing types preferred, awareness of housing matters, residing reason, reason of unsatisfaction about current house as results.

Putting them together, urban elderly resided in current house continuously due to the conveniency of house and burden regarding moving although the satisfaction regarding the house itself is not that high for the reason of air pollution, noise, low maintenance level, too much housing expense and showed high preference toward house that provides service5). Rural elderly had unsatisfactory elements such as inconveniency upon usage of public facility, low maintenance level of house but did not want to move out for they are attached to the house and surrounding environment and want to live even in the future after furnishing elderly support facility in current house rather than moving out to the house that provides service. This research has its meaning in that it is a comparison research targeting rural and urban area and clarified that there can be difference in house preference according to the region through this.

Although there are numerous researches implying that approach should be different toward urban and rural area, house space plan especially the research example targeting elderly is not being done so there is the need for various researches such as exploratory research, correlation analysis, experimental research clarifying these parts in the future conducted afterwards.

2.2. Understanding of elderly shared housing

3) The employment ratio of elderly in our nation by region is rural area 55.2%, urban area 23.2% showing that more than half of rural elderly work. But yearly income by region shows more income in urban area (2,596 thousand won/month, 1997 thousand won) than rural area (1,663 thousand won, 1386 thousand won) with monthly average 611 thousand won(Jung, K.H. et al, 2011).

4) On the basis of 2000, house owning ratio of elderly household is 76.3% higher than that of general household 54.4% and that of rural area is much higher with 90.6% than urban area with 66.6%(Park, S.Y. et al 2006).

5) Service housing mentioned in the research of Choi, M.K.(2004) refers to the elderly house accompanied with care responding to the features of elderly and the service in this research includes various leisure support service for elderly along with these concepts.
1) Concept and features of elderly shared housing

Elderly shared housing is one of elderly house types in a narrow sense and refers to so called shared housing which the residents share the space in a small group house, and refers to all types of houses which have a space the residents may share while each individual has its own independent space unit in a broad sense. The difference between the narrow sense and broad sense is that the former allows the individual to use a part of space instead of an independent residential unit while the latter has the independent residential unit for the individual including the space of various functions.

The previous studies which mentioned about the type of such elderly shared group house were carried out by Lee, Y.S., Oh, C.O.(1993), Choi, S.J.(1998) and Hong, H.O.(1999), especially, Lee, Y.S. et al(2007b) clarified the terms which were used as many meanings and defined them in viewpoint of residential aspects and architectural characteristics. Among the concepts they organized, elderly shared housing was classified into independent period and dependent period. House types for independent elderly are Shared housing, Congregate housing, Accessory housing in narrow meaning and types of housing for dependent elderly are Assisted living, Sheltered housing, Sheltered congregate housing. They are expressed as different terms each other but ultimately mean the houses where residents jointly use the house and are supported various services. The scope of the service is provided widely from the type that simply provides the administrator and are supported various services. The scope of the service is provided widely from the type that simply provides the administrator.

As a result of examining prior researches on houses in the scope of elderly shared housing, attitude and preference research, policy related research, foreign case studies, space planning research were classified and following <Table 1> is made for example with the researches after 2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Precedent research related to Elderly Shared Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result, research related to space planning utilized the questionnaire survey and grasped the preference and demand for space planning of the elderly shared housing. Among them, research result related to space planning showed that most people recognized the need for elderly shared housing positively but expressed stress regarding shared living and preferred to have supplied the private space different in size according to the single household (11-15pyeong), couple household (21-25pyeong) along with separate form of bedroom rather than studio type. (Hong, I.K. et al, 2005a, Yu. B.S. et al, 2005). Further, types of elderly shared housing was categorized according to these results and development direction was proposed at the back ground of these(Lee, J.H, 2007, Yeom, H.S., 2014). But these researches mainly target urban and seldom deals with elderly shared housing in rural area.

3) Similar concept cases of elderly shared housing

Elderly shared housing is supplied in various forms in European countries and Japan where experienced aging society already and is operated in the form of group home in the nation targeting many effects in social and economic aspect relieving the social stress for the elderly sustenance. Finally, shared living reduces stress from living alone and has an effect of increasing comradeship in people living together(Oh, C.O., 2008; Day-Lower, 1983 re-citation). Likewise, elderly shared housing can be seen as a type of sustainable housing not only saves resources by sharing space partially but also delays the phenomena of decreasing sociality durability due to rapid aging.
economically vulnerable or physically not healthy elderly in most chances (Lee, Y.S. et al, 2009). Recently, ‘shared living home’ in domestic rural area and ‘living together’ business in Youngdeungpo are similar examples to this. First, rural shared living household is operated to provide pleasant housing environment and prevent elderly lonely death in rural area and is a system that enables many elderly to live by renovating town hall or senior citizen center. Together with economic support like renovation cost, livelihood cost, operation cost, various services related with local community is provided. This business is really helpful for rural elderly by reducing the burden of heating bills in the winter especially as well as being effective in decreasing elderly lonely death and elderly depression 

And ‘Living together’ business of Youngdeungpo is a business that enables elderly to live depending on each other forming bond of sympathy as well as network with elderly in similar situation through an activity that cares single elderly who cannot move well and depression prevention through friendship promotion with members by forming self-help meeting (so-called farmer’s cooperative group). (Press release of Youngdeungpo ward office, 2014). This business does not provide housing space to live with but can be said to be important in the aspect that it provided opportunity to interact with each other after forming network between single elderly. This is the same context in the aspect that continuous social interaction is possible through community life in elderly shared housing.

Likewise, elderly shared housing has its advantages in that it can overcome the vulnerable economic situation of elderly in the aspect that it can minimize the space by individual unit as well as using the space effectively by using joint space with each residential unit of many residents. Additionally, it also has a potential to solve or relieve the social problems such as elderly lonely death in the point that it can premise the social interaction between residents.

2.3. Prior researches utilizing panel method of small group workshop

1) Concept and features of small group workshop panel method

Workshop refers to the action that exchanges new knowledge, technology, insight method regarding a certain problem or task with each other(Naver Dictionary). Workshop is a concept developed at the background of experience-centered education in the field of pedagogy and has a feature valuing the bidirectional and multidirectional process showing intrinsic power such as knowledge and experience of each other through the process of asking and discussing with participants being main characters. (Matso Dadas et al, 2006). And small group is the most effective for active discussion and participation. And the panel survey is the method of conducting repeated survey at a certain time interval targeting same specimen. Time intervals are various enough to reach years from hours or minutes at minimum(Jung, K.H. et al, 2011) and panel survey in public sections in the nation are approximately 17 kinds done mainly in social field such as education, labor, female, medicine and there are labor panel, young man panel, aging research panel(Nam, G.S., n.d).

Small group workshop panel method is a method used to collect common opinion of groups by letting participants discuss and clarify the demand, problems and solutions after gathering the group composed of a few individuals. Through this in-dept and collective information can be disclosed and by reorganizing the demand of individual through interaction of group and comparison, examination, it can be said to be residents-participation type data collection method that can comprehend more precise demand with more stable data(Lee, Y.S. et al, 1997). We can grow critical view regarding given problems and improve communication skills with people through this(Cho, J.H., Choi, J.S., 2010). The difference between this method and questionnaire or interview is that common perception and demand are exposed beyond individual scope as mutual awareness, demand, information between group members are interacted. Thus, opportunities to find integrative solutions that cannot be obtained by individuals can be gained through discussion process(Lim, J.E., 2006)

Workshop has been utilized with various tools developed according to the topics in order to promote active participation of investigation targets. Participation tools in the process of space planning were analog tools such as sketch, pictogram picture and space image, model but as technology develops, GIS, 3D digital model, virtual reality are introduced supporting higher dimensional participation design(Jung, E.J et al, 2012). Especially it can be said to have developed more actively in the process of finding solutions for effective communication in modern society where the concept of residents participation is valued. This participation design tool induces the participation of participants naturally and should be developed into flexible tool easy to use and understand for ordinary people who are non-expert to enable reasonable discussion(Song, E.A., 2009).

2) Prior research of small group workshop panel method


7) According to KREI(Korea Rural Economic Institute), heating bills of rural area is 600 thousand won monthly on average, 3 times higher than urban area and living conditions are very poor because skipping meal ratio a day is 7.9%, the household without proper shower facility and toilet takes 7.7%. Besides, at least 500~1000 people are estimated to die because of loneliness in a year.
workshop panel method in the researches related to housing environment. This research verified the usefulness of this research method by utilizing small group workshop panel method to the tasks that need social agreement induction and to the response of residents changing according to the time and information after acquiring massive amount of information that cannot be found in quantitative research method such as survey.

3. Research method

3.1. Introduction of research method

The research method of this research is small group workshop panel. The target of investigation was 16 elderly over 65 residing in leased apartment in urban and rural areas. Urban area is limited to Seoul, capital and the largest city in Korea, and rural area targeted suburban region where public rental apartments are placed. Total 4 groups are made of each 2 groups according to the region of residence and total 12 times of workshop was done over 3 times at time interval more than a day to each group. To increase the accuracy and reliability of workshop data, the process was recorded through voice recording and picture taking. This is organized in <Table 2> like following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Elderly people aged 65 and over residing in rural and urban rented apartments for low-income bracket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>October 7 – November 1, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>3 times per each group for 4 groups (total 12 times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1.5 ~ 2 hours per workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Senior citizens’ center of apartment, participants’ housing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Selection of participants

The participants of this research were organized into total 4 groups composed of each two group who are over 65 elderly residing in leased apartments in rural and urban area according to the region. The participants were also limited to the elderly who are living in the apartment considering that the elderly shared housing in this paper and the general apartment which is normally understood as the shared house do not have the same meaning but in this paper and the general apartment which is normally understood as the shared house do not have the same meaning but in this paper and the general apartment which is normally understood as the shared house do not have the same meaning but in this paper and the general apartment which is normally understood as the shared house do not have the same meaning but the society that the participants were expected to have a high understanding on the elderly share housing. And control other variables excluding regional difference was done was done targeting the people living in public rental apartments in relatively similar economic situation in the aspect of rental house supplied from public such as LH(agricultural area) or SH(urban area) and physical environment of apartment.

The size of the workshop group varies according to the topic or situation but the most desirable number of members for enough discussion and every opinion collection is 3-7(Ko, Y.H., 1993). However, considering that it targets elderly and the difficulty in gathering targets who can do it for 2 hours 3 times consecutively, the number of investigation target was set as 3-5.

3.3. Progress plan and analysis procedure of the workshop by step

1) Progress plan by step

This workshop was planned to be conducted in three times by groups. The 1st workshop is a stage that rapport formation is important thus preference was understood regarding overall elderly housing types not limiting to shared house and daily stories like current housing situations were naturally induced. Through this, we intended to find out the level of preference regarding shared type housing in whole elderly housing types. 2nd workshop is plan to the space directly by the participants. It can be said to be the stage with one educational function that enables more precise preference of individuals and mutual group utilizing this tool here. Finally, 3rd workshop is to understand the final preference of the participants through checking the initial floor plan based on the agreement of the group set forth by the 2nd workshop.

Researcher induced natural response from participants by forming comfortable atmosphere and especially helped induce agreements through discussion after providing the opportunity to think upon hearing each other’s opinions by individual space composition in 2nd workshop and conducting the presentation regarding this. Besides, to help participants understand on their own, information was provided continuously at the proper point or providing extra information and questions that can awaken the parts that participants miss in conflict situation.

8) Reduced the number of personnel considering time delay because it's difficult to stop the talking of the elderly due to the reason of establishing the rapport.
9) 8 types of the elderly houses developed by Lee, Y.S.(1993) in ‘Korean Elderly Houses’ include ① Detached house, ② Apartment, ③ Detached house with separate buildings ④ Multi-household shared house ⑤ Villa type row house ⑥ Welfare house for the elderly ⑦ Nursing home ⑧ Community for the retired. This research used them classifying to general house (①, ③, ⑤ and shared type housing rest). The copyright for the visual data of those houses belongs to Millenium Environment Design Institute and subject to be in legal liability if use them without prior written consent.
10) The whole processes of workshop are the education but the 2nd workshop of ‘Fig 2’ is the step after and before the 1st and 3rd workshop and is the most essential as education.
The summary of main points in these workshop processes is shown in Figure 2.

That is to say, final preference of elderly shared housing was understood by comparing preference in the final workshop and initial preference in elderly housing types before providing information through workshop(1). This is to reveal the usefulness of this research method through comparison of initial response with the intention to understand more precise and stable preference through workshop being core. Second, understanding features of space composition(2) tried to understand the features of preferred space composition finally and ultimately through the process of re-confirming their preference using floor plan, space composition preference agreed in each group, individual space composition preference and examined additional changes shown in conclusion process of agreements. Third, the effect of workshop was to understand the main effect of workshop by examining the process of agreements conclusion regarding how educations such as regular opinion exchange, information transfer in second stage were reflected in the final result.

2) Research tools by step

Table 3 shows the summary of used research tool in workshop as well as organizing the workshop stages according to the objectives and contents.

Research tools used in this research are questionnaire, educational content, space-function pictogram block, space-extraction board(board ①), space-placement board(board ②) and details are as follows.

The questionnaire were made in three types in total. One is for comprehending elderly housing types used in 1st workshop(questionnaire ①) and second is for understanding preference regarding elderly shared housing(questionnaire ②) and the third is for satisfaction survey of residents’ participation tool in 3rd workshop(questionnaire ③).

Educational content was used in 1st and 2nd workshop. In 1st workshop, image data regarding 8 types of elderly housing that Lee, Y.S.(1993) organized for preference understanding about elderly housing types(educational content ①) and image data for information provision regarding social burden increase because of aging(educational content ②) were produced. And as the data for space understanding and the concept of elderly shared housing(educational content ③), ④), concept of elderly shared housing and its features, similar concept examples, individual/shared space composition method were put together. Further, pictogram block that visualized the function of each space and service was produced and made participants choose easily and easy space composition. And the board that organizes extracted preferred space and service(board ①) was produced in A3 size and

space composition board(board ②) was made in A4 size by downsizing the space of approximately 30㎡ to 1:100 scale.

Finally, researcher mapped the result of agreements of each group participants and showed the final opinion after checking the way of embodiment of participated elderly's opinions in visual space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Finding out final response toward Elderly Shared Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Confirm &amp; evaluation of final plan based on result of 2nd workshop (Floor plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research tool</td>
<td>Floor plan-agreement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Finding out preferred space plan through participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Reviewing the 1st workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research tool</td>
<td>Educational material ③, Spatial pictogram block</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Grasping initial response toward Elderly Shared Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Discussing the current housing environment (Discussion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research tool</td>
<td>Educational material ①, ②, Questionnaire ①</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3) Concluding process of final agreements

Among the conclusions generated by each stage of workshop, the concluding process of final agreements regarding space composition are as follows to be specific. Specific space composition was done starting from 2nd workshop. Here, preferred space and service elements were extracted by individual and group and space placement was done on the basis of it. Here, wanted shared space and service elements were not limited in number and space placement was done in the premise that 5 households reside in current housing type situation (single, couple, single+couple) in the space of approximately 330 m². The results in this stage is classified into individual result (①) and group result (②) them organized as <Table 4> utilizing one example as a representative.

Table 4. Sample of preferred space elements & arrangement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>① Preferred elements</th>
<th>② Space arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual case example</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Consensus Group arrangement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Consensus Group arrangement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 3rd workshop, group conclusion drawn in 2nd workshop (② of table 4) were mapped utilizing CAD and discussion took place regarding the problems or improvement measure through confirmation regarding this (① of table 5). Based on this, final floor plan was drawn (② of table 5) <Table 5> shows the summary of this.

Table 5. Final floor plan which reflected feedback respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>① Elderly’s feedback for initial floor plan</th>
<th>② Final floor plan corrected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4. Result analysis

4.1. General characteristics of the participants

Each group of workshop is composed of two groups for urban and rural area each with rural group (group 1, group 2) composed of each 5 members as single, couple+single household, with urban group (group 3, group 4) composed of each 3 members as single and couple household.

Socio-demographic feature variables of participants are sex, age, presence of partner, income, living cost and employment status. Average age was 69 in urban area while that of rural area is 73 showing rural area composed of participants at higher age and in terms of urban elderly, there were 1 in senior job placement, 2 regular workers, 3 non-employed and in rural area, main income came from basic senior pension (200 thousand won) and senior job placement (200 thousand won) and only 6 of them who participated in senior job placement (11) worked and other remaining 4 were unemployed. Excluding participants with high monthly income among these (1400 thousand won), most of them were receiving basic senior pension. Average income of urban area was higher (823 thousand won) than that of rural area (42.5) and average living cost monthly was also higher in urban area (533 thousand won) than rural area (480 thousand won).

Housing characteristic variables are housing types, residential cost (deposit, monthly rent) and residential period. The participants in this research were all residents of public rental apartment for where participants in rural area were built in 2007 and is a national rental housing that LH (Korea Land & Housing corporation) provides. The apartment that participants in urban area live was built in 1992 and is a permanent rental apartment that SH (Seoul Housing corporation) provides. Most of participants entered and have lived as soon as the apartment was built and especially in the case of urban area, many people resided there for 23 years and we could check fixed population composition, one feature of permanent rental apartment, through this and found out apartment residence experience of urban elderly was longer than in the rural area. Aside from recipients of basic living, housing cost was mostly within 100 thousand won and they were two in the urban area, with their monthly rental fee being each 30 thousand won and 6 thousand won. And mostly, satisfaction regarding current housing was generally high, especially regarding physical features of apartment (elevator, insulation and protection against winds, etc.)

11) Senior job placement is done in the objective of social participation and income supplement targeting elderly over 65 in the income class lower than 70% and since it is done after application at intervals from about 3 months to 5 months, it cannot be said to be stable income and in the case of basic living recipient, there is a negative possibility that they can be excluded from the benefits they receive as recipients of basic living along with health problems they answered they do not do the work although they want to.
4.2. Result by research problems

Based on discussed content in three workshop, we put distinguished then synthesized, organized the evaluation regarding workshop panel method and space composition feature, response toward elderly shared housing which is the main research problem of this research.

1) Response toward elderly shared housing

When workshop started, awareness about elderly shared housing did not exist almost. So in 1st workshop, we examined the level of ratio of shared type housing through preference survey regarding elderly housing types of Lee, Y.S. not elderly shared housing. As a investigation result, results were shown different according to the information provision about aging society. Prior to information provision, preference ratio about shared house was 80% in rural area and 50% in urban area. Although preference ratio regarding shared housing was high even before information provision, they were shown higher after information provision with 80% in rural area and 50% in urban area. But there were some who worry about the repulsion regarding common living and especially urbanelderly showed greater repulsion toward common living relatively to rural elderly. However, while three workshops are being done, understanding toward elderly shared housing increased and positive awareness regarding common living was formed. The positive factor about elderly shared housing was that it can have effects of living cost reduction and decreased in loneliness in old life and that it can give energy to the life. There results show that even elderly themselves recognize the seriousness of problems such as lonely death of elderly and aging and that they think it is the proper solution for these problems. These positive attitudes were reflected in moving plan as well so most of participants answered that they want to move if given a chance and they regarded the age of 80~85 as proper entering period. The followings are the summary of representative opinions showing positive responses regarding early shared housing.

... (Excerpts)
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together with nature in a detached house while rural area has a high
demand toward convenient physical environment of apartment.
Regarding private space composition, some participants of urban
group said they must have living room of private space for they
have to host the private guests there rather than shared living room.
Rural area wanted only bedroom and bathroom while urban area
wanted private space even with kitchen and dining room, living
room along with bedroom and bathroom. This means that there is a
high demand toward independent living from urban area group
relatively.

Second, following <Table 8> shows the preference result of
shared space.

Table 7. Comparison of preferred private space by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Space</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detached house</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-household house</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment</td>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private only</td>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share</td>
<td>Kitchen &amp; Dining RM</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living RM</td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath RM</td>
<td>Basin</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shower</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bathtub</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Comparison of preferred shared space by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Space</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Livingroom</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diningroom</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauna</td>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobby room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking lot</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library/Study room</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shared space that all 4 groups desire was shared living room and
garage. Shared living room was recognized as the center space of
common living and garage was the space for guests such as
children and friends who are not residents wanted by every group.
But there was a difference in size because urban area wanted to
have 4 cars while rural area requested 2. Another big characteristic
is that urban area does not demand shared dining room. They
basically wanted the method that they prepare and eat the meal
individually in individual space and that they sometimes eat
together in the shared living room. Besides, urban area had a
demand for guest room. We could see the preference regarding
independent life of urban area group when urban area said they
need extra space for guests when there are guests while rural area
thought of methods that share the private space with guests.

Third, result of preference for the service is shown in following
<Table 9>.

Table 9. Comparison of preferred service by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meal support</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning support</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor exchange</td>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure support</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education support</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building management</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security/Guard</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life management</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The service that both urban and rural area want was meal
support, cleaning support, healthcare and security/guard items.
Considering health worsening in old life, health care service was
wanted basically by most of them and to prepare for the difficulties
of daily routine function performance, they wanted convenient and
safe lives through domestic services like meal support, cleaning
support and security/guard service. But there was a difference in
the provision way of meal support service. Urban area wanted to
cook the meal on their own after receiving food expenses, not food
but rural area wanted to be provided with food such as side dish
delivery. The items with difference between two groups are leisure
support and building management. Rural area preferred leisure
support service while urban area did not and the opposite was
applied to security/guard. Rural area thought of receiving help
from nearby neighbors as another way for building management
item and did not want the service for it because of the burden of
service cost above all. But since urban area cannot take care of
building on their own in their old life, they wanted to be provided
with more professional management service after hiring managers
and giving him the responsibility regarding building management.

(2) Comparison of space arrangement by group

Comparison was done like following <Table 10> in the center of
location relation with private space and shared space. As analysis
results, both urban and rural area placed the space with similar
function such as study and hobby room, laundry room-bathroom.
near and set them as one area despite they are composed of space with various functions. To add, we can see that private space is arranged in relatively distributed form centering on shared space in the center of whole space. Thus, shared space has a role of distinguishing private space. And we can see that urban area has a higher demand for independent space for they demand 3 private space area than rural area with 2 divided private space area.

Table 10. Comparison of space arrangement by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

: Private Space  : Public Space

3) Evaluation of workshop

Elderly shared housing has its basis in common life and it is important to understand the demand of various residents and reflect their agreements and in the situation where awareness about elderly shared housing is deficient, we used workshop panel method determining that it is important to draw inherent thoughts of participants rather than conducting a simple survey. Using various visual educational content, pictogram block with spatial function, participants were able to participate actively and feel interests. To confirm the effect of this research method, workshop panel method and participation tool were classified and examined.

In the evaluation regarding the workshop which is the research method in this research, most participants recognized the process workshop that draws one agreement through discussion after hearing opinions of many people positively and by conducting a research at a certain time interval, understanding towards subjects increased and we could see the changes in attitude about elderly shared housing. Furthermore, they answered there must have been difficulties in using floor plan, pictogram block with space function and various educational content used in the workshop without help or explanation from researches although all participants had fun with them and were at ease with them understanding about them. Following is the representative opinion of participants regarding the contents mentioned above.

Rural-single-B: (...) We can have agreements with good opinions putting all the opinions together. That is wonderful.
Urban-couple-D: (...) At first, it was hard to understand even with explanation but not I understand for sure after repeating it two and three times.

Likewise, space and service that each group prefers were organized and <Table 11> makes a pattern of the process drawing agreements based on this and we examined how the attitudes and opinions of participants change in that process.

Table 11. Changing pattern in space composition through workshop

| Pattern 1: Shared Space became better perceived as time changed |
| Pattern 2: Private Space became better perceived as time changed |
| Pattern 3: New Alternative or Eliminate the existing space |

Pattern 1 show the change in preference for the shared space through exchange of the information for the purpose and advantages of the communal living in the discussion process while they had a high preference form the private space in the first. This shows that the understanding for the communal living expanded the area to accept the shared space, the installation of the shared laundry room is a good example.

Pattern 2 puts more significance on the private space even after providing the information for the communal living as opposite to Pattern 1. An example of this Pattern 1 is to include the bedroom+bathroom+kitchen and dining room+living room in the private space as well as the guest room.

Pattern 3 is for the case where they had preferred space but deleted the agreed space or induced another agreement. Group 2 members liked sauna but deleted it due to some problems arising from having 2 saunas due to gender matter and the difficulty for maintenance and management via discussion but installed a shared bathroom and group 4 also deleted sauna due to difficulty in maintenance and management.

4.3. Final floor plan

In 3rd workshop, final floor plan was arranged reflecting the discussed contents in the process of floor plan confirmation. And these were organized in the table regarding final floor plan, space composition, size of the room distinguishing rural area from urban

12) This research conducted a research on space composition and preference regarding elderly shared housing in the premise that an opportunity to live in established elderly shared housing is given not targeting the place where construction plan exists or actual establishment is planned.
area. First, following <Table 12> is the final floor plan of rural area (group 1 and 2).

Table 12. Final Floor plan of rural group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Private Space</th>
<th>Bed RM+Bath RM(toilet, basin, shower)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Space</td>
<td>Living RM, Dining RM, Hobby RM, Laundry RM, Parking lot, Warehouse, Garden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area(m²)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>262.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared Space</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Space</td>
<td>21.96 / 22.15 / 19.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group 1 Composition

Group 2 Composition

In the case of rural area, private space is composed of bedroom and bathroom, especially, group 1 was sensitive to economical matter, they planned the smallest area (262.48 m²) in order to save the maintenance cost. The shared spaces which the rural group wanted to have were the living room, dining room, hobby room, laundry room and parking lot. The rural group showed a positive response for eating together in the shared dining room and planned a parking lot for visitors. They also planned a hobby room separately in order to have various activities each other.

Following <Table 13> is the final floor plan of urban area (group 3, group 4).

Table 13. Final Floor plan of urban group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Private Space</th>
<th>Bed RM+Bath RM(toilet, basin, shower)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+Kitchen&amp;Dining RM, Living RM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Space</td>
<td>Living RM, Office, Warehouse, Guest RM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area(m²)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>430.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared Space</td>
<td>104.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Space</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group 3 Composition

Group 4 Composition

Urban group preferred the private space equipped with all functions including the bedroom, bathroom, kitchen and dining room and living room, thus the private space was increased comparing to that of rural group, and total area was also increased by 100m² to original 330m² accordingly. Though they cognized the cost increase due to the maintenance, they wanted to have the private space equipped with all functions. The shared spaces the rural group wanted to have were the living room, office, warehouse, parking lot and vegetable garden. Rural group showed a positive response for sharing the private space for the visitors but the urban group wanted to be ensured of the independent space for
both the guest and resident planning a guest room separately. The biggest differences between the two groups were the preference for the spatial composition of the private space, shared dining room and guest room. This might be caused by the perception difference by area for the scope of communal living and independent life. Since rural participants are familiar with the communal living comparing to urban participants and open attitude, they are supposed to have no repulsion for having ties by preparing the food and eat together, but the urban group has a repulsion for joint preparation of the food and has higher preference from the independent life out of the communal living considering the shared living room as the place available for residents only.

4.4. Discussion

This research has a purpose to compare and analyze the preference characteristics of the rural and urban participation for the elderly shared group house letting them participate in planning such house. As a result of the research, there was a difference in preference for the spatial composition and service element between the areas. This result is caused by the difference of the life style and culture, and the characteristics by area and its influence on the preference could be outlined as follows:

First, rural group is more broad-minded than urban area in space composition. Rural group had more active attitude in common life relatively than urban group like using shared dining room and laundry room together. However urban group wanted to have a separate guest room, host the guest in the private living room and refuse to use the shared dining room that they wanted to be guaranteed of the independent life.

Second, all participants were always expecting to receive the visitors regardless of residential region. But there was regional difference in positiveness regarding this. Both rural and urban group needed parking lot. This means that elderly want to continuous communication with people including children and friends. Especially the urban participants were more active for the visitor preparing the guest room separately.

Third, compensation for the deficiency by region was shown on the spatial preference. Rural group preferred apartment while urban group preferred detached house. Rural group prefers apartment because of high desire towards convenient physical environment of apartment through experience regarding poor physical environment of detached house and natural elements before while urban group reflects their longing about living in detached house where exposure to nature is easier rather than conveniency of apartment life in their old life because of their long-term apartment living. And rural area had a preference towards educational support service and leisure support. Considering low chance of opportunity of various leisure activities in rural area, it can be thought as a demand towards lacking thing that they do not maintain.

Fourth, all of four groups worried about invasion of privacy. Noise problem was the main one there so rooms were placed isolated to solve this matter. However, they presented an alternative to put the rooms together on condition that a thorough sound proof shall be provided considering the waste of space and another plan to keep the isolation but use such spaces for other function.

5. Conclusion and suggestion

This research aimed to explore the possibility of elderly shared housing in-depth as elderly housing alternatives and here, we tried to examine the overall rural and urban area with different aging pattern and cultural environment to each other. This research utilized small group workshop panel method to examine the intrinsic demand of them thoroughly helping understanding about elderly shared housing with new concept for elderly. The summary of investigation result is as follows.

First, both rural and urban had a positive attitude towards elderly shared housing. Expectations in depression decrease through common life, living expense reduction, housing expenses burden reduction, service provision with especially single elderly showing more active responses. This result proved the possibility of elderly shared housing as elderly housing alternatives and effects of workshop methodology by conducting understanding and evaluation of elderly shared housing which is a new concept as of now. Especially it is thought to be proper for single elderly. Based on this possibility, the way to plan elderly shared housing in leased apartment construction or leased apartment specialized for elderly supplied from the public as means to distribute and spread elderly shared housing is needed to be reviewed.

Second, there was a regional difference in preferred composition or service elements. Since intrinsic thoughts in each rural and urban elderly are different, these differences should be improved into various forms rather than remaining in uniform forms reflecting them from the initial stage of building planning and it would be more effective if developed centering on rural area with broader mind in joint life. In this perspective, roles of experts in building design and housing plan who can design creatively understanding the true need of residents are regarded important.

Third, this research was able to grasp the thoughts of participants which are hard to expect through questionnaire in-depth utilizing small group workshop panel method. Especially undergoing the process of initial response and information
exchange, changing responses were obtained thus drawing the demand for space more precisely and stably. Thus the result obtained utilizing the features of qualitative research called exploratory research and small workshop panel method according to this is needed to be understood as a research with insight into future possibility for it does not aim for generalization ike questionnaire survey.

Fourth, this research supposed 5 people reside then created the space. Thus more various research regarding the size from small-sized unit to wide-scaled complex. And since this research targeted residents of public rental apartment who are low-income class, possibility and value of it as housing alternatives would be valued much more if various results can be gained through exploratory researches according to the class expanding the investigation targets.

This research was conducted in the aspect that there needs preparations for alternatives in housing parts and revealed that elderly shared housing can be housing alternatives which can lessen individual and social burden when proper residents are put in the dimension of social interaction and can promote sustainability of local community.
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